
Revit®

Custom Training for Mechanical Trade 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is an approach to the entire building life 
cycle. Autodesk® Revit® is a powerful BIM program that supports the ability to 
coordinate, update, and share design data with team members throughout the 
design construction and management phases of a building’s life. 

To take full advantage of BIM, this custom trade-specific course has been 
developed to teach Mechanical design, engineering, or construction teams, the 
concepts and principles of creating 3D parametric models from engineering 
design through construction documentation. 

The class is intended to introduce students to the software’s user interface and 
the components that make Revit® a powerful and flexible design / engineering 
modeling tool. This course will familiarize students with the tools required to 
create, document, and print the parametric model. The examples and practices 
are designed to take students through the steps of creating a Revit® project, 
including setting up office standards with templates that include annotation 
styles, preset views, sheets, and schedules. 

Note: Enrollment in the Revit® Collaboration Tools 1-day class is highly 
recommended as the next step to maximize Revit® usage on a project, which 
will include worksharing, coordination review, and checking for interferences. 

COURSE OF FOCUS: 

• Understanding the purpose of BIM and how it applies in a Revit® project
• Navigating the workspace and interface
• Working with the software’s viewing, drawing, and editing commands
• Creating Levels and Grids as datum elements for the model
• Creating a 3D building model with walls, curtain walls, windows, and doors
• Adding floors, ceilings, roofs, and room elements to the model
• Linking CAD and / or Revit® files as the basis of a project
• Creating MEP spaces and zones to analyze heating and cooling loads
• Inserting and connecting MEP components and using the System Browser
• Creating HVAC networks with air terminals, mechanical equipment, ducts,

and pipes; utilizing automatic duct and piping layouts
• Testing and modifying Mechanical systems
• Creating and annotating construction documents
• Adding tags and creating schedules, including material takeoffs with formulas
• Detailing in the software, using Drafting Views and Detail Components
• Creating custom templates with annotation styles, title blocks, and custom

element types
• Modify the visibility of components and incorporate additional family items

such as controls, MEP connectors, and nested components

Authorized Training Center 

1128 Roosevelt Avenue
Suite 100
York, PA 17404

Additional Information: 

Courseware Titles Included: 

• Fundamentals of Revit® MEP
• Fundamentals of Revit® Architecture
• BIM Management – Template and

Family Creation

• Instructor-Led Training
• 4 Days, 8:30 am – 4:30 pm
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